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Risoluto alla marcia.

Voice.

When I set out for

Piano.

Ly - onnesse, A hundred miles a - way,

The rime was

on the spray, And star - light lit my lone - someness
When I set out for Lyonsse, hundreds away.
What would be chance at

Lyonsse While I should sojourn there
No prophet durst declare.

Nor did the wisest wizard guess what would be chance at

Lyonsse.

(C. Minor)

By. $0330$.
While I should sojourn there.

When I came back from Lyonnaise With magic in my eyes, None managed to surmise

Lyonnaise. C. Minor.
What meant my god-like gloriousness,

When I came back from Lyonnaise

With magic in my eyes.

Lyonnaise.

C. Minor.

N. 10850.
The Compass of the first Key only is given: from this the Compass of the other Keys can be readily found.

The public performance of any paralleled versions of the above Songs, etc., is strictly prohibited.
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